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Feeder Cattle Price Slides

B. Wade Brorsen, Nouhoun Coulibaly,
Francisca G. C. Richter, and DeeVon Bailey

A theoretical model is developed to explain the economics of determining price slides
for feeder cattle. The contract is viewed as a dynamic game with continuous strategies
where the buyer and seller are the players. The model provides a solution for the price
slide that guarantees an unbiased estimate of cattle weight. An empirical model using
Superior Livestock Auction (SLA) data shows price slides used are smaller than
those needed to cause the producer to give unbiased estimates of weight. Consistent
with the model's predictions, producers slightly underestimate cattle weights.

Key words: asymmetric information, feeder cattle, game theory, price slide

Introduction

Feeder cattle prices per pound normally decrease as cattle weights increase. Also, a given
buyer only wants cattle that are within a specific weight range. Thus, feeder cattle
weight is critical in determining price. Estimating the weight of cattle can be difficult
for both buyers and sellers, especially when cattle are sold for future delivery. In many
private-treaty sales, the buyer never sees the cattle before purchase, although an order
buyer might. In video auctions, the buyer only sees the cattle on a television screen.
Thus, the seller is often better able to estimate weights than the buyer. Since sellers
and buyers have asymmetric information about cattle weights, contracts need to be
structured to provide sellers with an incentive to accurately estimate average delivery
weights.

The usual approach to dealing with uncertain weight is to adjust the original contract
price by a "price slide." The price slide (sometimes called a one-way slide) specifies the
rate at which the contract price will be reduced when the average delivered weight is
greater than the weight established in the contract plus a specified tolerance. With a
one-way slide, no adjustment is made to the contract price if delivered cattle weigh less
than the specified limit.

Suppose, for example, a producer estimates average delivered weight at 500 lbs. The
producer could sell cattle at $70/cwt with a price slide of 10 cents per cwt for each pound
of actual average weight over 520 lbs. If cattle average 530 lbs. at delivery, then $1/cwt
(10 cents/cwt/lb. x 10 lbs.) is deducted from the $70/cwt contract price. If, however, actual
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average weight is 515 lbs., no adjustment is made from the contract price.l The one-way
price slide is an implicit option, and therefore the value of the option should be reflected
in the price.

Superior Livestock Auction (SLA) currently sells over a million head of feeder cattle
a year-more than any other auction in the United States. Feeder cattle sold through
SLA are sold with a price slide and, in general, buyers only see the cattle through a
television screen (Bailey, Peterson, and Brorsen). Most private-treaty sales also use a
price slide, though price slides are not used in traditional auctions. The interest of
producers in the topic is demonstrated by two extension articles (Bailey and Holmgren;
and Prevatt) on price slides. However, a review of the literature reveals no research has
yet been conducted in support of extension efforts.

A contract has four essential variables: the contract price (base price), the price slide,
the allowable weight difference (weight tolerance), and the estimated cattle average
delivery weight (base weight). Bailey and Holmgren argued that sellers may obtain higher
contract price offers if they select small allowable weight differences (or weight tolerances)
and large price slides. Other important elements of the contract are time to delivery and
cattle weight variability. Characteristics such as breed, sex, lot size, condition, location,
and frame size are also likely to be considered when setting the contract price.

Bailey, Brorsen, and Fawson found the surprising result that time to delivery has a
positive effect on prices at Superior Livestock Auction, while other empirical studies on
cash-forward contracting have consistently found a decrease in forward-contract prices
as time to delivery increases (e.g., Brorsen, Coombs, and Anderson; Elam). The positive
relationship between time to delivery and the contract price could be due to the implicit
option created by the price slide.

In this study, a theoretical model is developed to explain the economics of determin-
ing price slides for feeder cattle that will encourage sellers to accurately estimate cattle
weight. The contract between buyer and seller is viewed as a dynamic game with contin-
uous strategies where buyer and seller are the players. If, as in reality, the seller is to
set the value of the price slide, necessary conditions for subgame perfect equilibrium can
be obtained. It is also possible to determine the value of the slide as an exogenous vari-
able so that equilibrium is reached when the seller gives an unbiased estimate of cattle
weight. In other words, optimal values of the slide are obtained so that it is in the
seller's best interest to give an accurate estimate of the cattle's weight. Based on our
research, price slides should be set higher than Prevatt suggests, or the specified weight
tolerance should be lower. The model's predictions are compared to actual SLA
observations. The slides used in SLA are smaller than those needed to give the producer
an incentive not to underestimate weight. Consistent with the model's predictions,
producers slightly underestimate cattle weights.

Analytical Model

Consider a feeder cattle buyer who contracts with a seller for future delivery of cattle.
To simplify the model, perfect competition is assumed so that neither buyer nor seller
are able to make profits. The seller estimates the average weight of the cattle to be sold,

1Prevatt refers to the compensation scheme described as a one-way slide. If the buyer and seller had symmetric informa-
tion, a two-way slide could be used where premiums are paid if cattle are lighter than expected, but one-way slides are more
commonly used.
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called the base weight (yo), and sets the price slide (y > 0). The buyer responds by offering

a contract price (po) per cwt which maintains her expected utility at zero. The seller then

decides either to accept or reject the contract. The price slide modifies the contract price

in the following way:

Po - (Y -YO - 8) if y> yo + 6 ,
(1) P(Y; Yo ,Y,P , YY ) =

P1o p(y Ty if <y + .

The tolerance in feeder cattle weight estimation error is known as weight tolerance

and is represented by 6 > O0. We assume it is preestablished, and thus neither buyer nor

seller can decide upon its value.2 The delivery weight is given byy, andp(y) is the price

actually paid per cwt at the time of delivery, when the average weight is finally revealed

to buyer and seller. The payment p(y) is a compensation scheme which penalizes the

seller if delivered weights are greater than yo + 6. Compensation schemes of this type

are used in many real-world contractual relationships where asymmetric information

exists (Phlips; Harris and Raviv).
Let r, and sb be the seller's payoff and the buyer's share, respectively, of the cattle's

value in dollars per head:

(Po - Y(Y - Yo - 6))y ify 2 yo + 6,
(2) rs =

PoY if y <yo + 6,

and

) (v(y, z) - po + y(y - y o - 6))y if y > yO + 6,
(b (v(y, z) -po)y ify < y +6,

where v(y, z) is the value per cwt of the cattle when weight is known, and z is a vector

of other relevant variables. So, if weight were known with certainty, the buyer would

be paying the real market value for cattle and her share would be zero. Because heavier

cattle are normally worth less per pound than lighter cattle, we assume v(y, z) is a mono-

tonically decreasing function of y. The utility of buyer and seller will depend on sb and

rs, respectively.
The contract can be viewed as a two-person dynamic game with continuous strategies

to be approached using "backward induction" (Gibbons; Fundenberg and Tirole). Accord-

ing to SLA's procedures, the stages of the game are as follows:

1. The seller offers an estimate of the weight (yo) and the price slide (y).

2. The buyer offers a price per cwt, the contract price (po).

3. The seller either accepts or rejects the offer.

Assume the seller accepts the contract at stage 3. This scenario implies the buyer

offered a contract price which, giveny0 and y, maximizes the seller's utility while keeping

the buyer's utility at its reservation level, which is assumed to be zero. Consequently,

the seller knows the problem with which the buyer is confronted. If the seller could solve

2 In practice, the weight tolerance is also a choice variable of the seller. For a time, the SLA did fix the weight tolerance,

but quit because it was unpopular. To keep the model as simple as possible, weight tolerance is assumed fixed. Weight
tolerances observed in the SLA vary little for a given weight range, so the assumption is reasonable.

Brorsen et al.
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the buyer's problem-i.e., obtain the buyer's best response function po(yo, y) that guar-
antees the buyer her reservation utility-the seller would be able to select the optimum
values for weight and price slide (yo and y*), so that p(y*, y*) maximized the seller's
own utility. The existence of p (yo, y), y*, and y* would guarantee subgame perfection,
and the problem would be solved.

Unfortunately, although the seller knows the general problem faced by the buyer, he

is not able to "rationally guess" the buyer's subjective probability distribution of cattle

weights (note that the distribution of weights is crucial in calculating expected profit or

utility). The buyer will most likely choose a probability distribution of weights based on

the information provided by the seller (yo and y). Given this probability distribution, the

buyer obtains her best response function p*(yo, y).
A unique closed-form solution for the optimal slide problem cannot be obtained unless

we impose conditions on the probability distributions and their parameters. Assuming

the distribution is normal, we obtain a necessary condition for optimally selecting the

price slide. This condition suggests the price slide should be bigger than the market's

weight discount and not equal to it, as has been proposed by Prevatt. Still, with further

assumptions on the probability distribution of weights used by buyer and seller, values

for the slide are found as if determined exogenously, whereby the seller has no incentive

to give an erroneous estimate of the cattle's weight. In the empirical section, however,
we use regression analysis to estimate the buyer's subjective mean and variance of

cattle weights, to verify whether the model corresponds to reality.

A Lower Bound for the Price Slide

The buyer's problem is to find pO that makes her expected utility from the transaction

equal to her reservation utility, i.e.:

(4) fYmax b[s(po; y Y )]fb(Y; Y' Y)dy = 0,
Ymin

where yo and y are taken as constants, ub is the buyer's utility function, and f, is the

buyer's subjective density function of cattle weights. Note how the buyer will base her
distribution of weights on the information provided by the seller. Assume the solution
to the buyer's problem is the best response function po(yo, y). The seller's problem is

then to find yo and y that satisfy

(5) max fYmax Us[r(p0, Y ) )]fs(Y)dy,
YoY Ymin

where us is the seller's utility as a function of his payoff, and f, is the density function
of cattle weights according to the seller's knowledge. Unlike fb, fs does not depend on the

base weight or slide.
Assuming risk neutrality, we can directly substitute (3) into (4) and express the buyer's

problem as:

fYo°+ [v(y, z)-p o]yfb(y)dy
Ymin

+ fY [V(y, z) - pO + y(y - yo - 6)]yfb(y)dy = O,
dyo+6
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or

Vx v(y, z)yfb(y) dy + fm y(y - YO - )yfb(Y) dy
Ymin Yo+

6

= o rYxyfb(Y)dy
Ymin

Rearranging, the contract price should satisfy

Eb[v(y, z)y] + yY yma ( o - Yfb(y)dy

(6) Po = E(y)

where Eb denotes the expectation with respect to the buyer's density function of cattle

weights.
From this result, the contract price is the buyer's expected value of cattle per cwt plus

the discount per cwt the buyer expects due to the slide. In other words, the buyer in-

cludes the expected discount in the contract price.
To analyze the seller's problem, substitute equation (2) into (5):

(7) max E(r,) = p;(y0 , y) y "(y _ YO - 6)yfs(y)dy.
YoY 'Yo

The first-order conditions are aE(r,)/ay = 0 and aE(rs)/ayo = 0, represented by:

(7a) aE(r,)/ay = piapolay - fYmx(y - yO - 6)yf,(y)dy= 0

and

(7b) aE(r,)/Iy m = Yip/y + * *fyax fs(y)dy = 0.OErY)/ayo
= g~pap/Yo +¥yo +

From (7a), the contract price is an increasing function of the slide, a result which can

also be derived from (6). Note that the integrand in condition (7b) is the one designated

for the expected value ofy, although the integral is computed over only part of the range.

Making use of the following inequality,

Y m
ax yf(y) dy < im Yfs(Y)dy = p,

yO +
6 - Ymin

(7b) can be rearranged:
, ymx yfs(Y)dy

_pQ/_y__ Jy0 _ _ < i.
Y* p

Therefore, a necessary but not sufficient condition for optimality is:

(8) Y* > -(apo/lay).

Equation (8) states the slide should be set above the absolute value of the slope of the

buyer's best response function. The buyer's best response for the contract price is a

decreasing function of base weight, as is the true value of cattle, v(y). In fact, it is

reasonable to assume the buyer will discount cattle according to the market discount.

Thus, equation (8) also suggests the slide should be greater than the market's weight

discount, and not equal to it (as extension articles have suggested).

Brorsen et al.
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A Price Slide to Provide Incentives for
Unbiased Estimates of Cattle Weight

Now let us assume the slide could be determined by a "supervising entity" in order to
promote fair contracts. Rather than letting the seller set the price slide value to his own
convenience, we prefer to set the value of the slide such that equilibrium is reached when
the seller gives an unbiased estimate of the weight.

To solve this problem, we specify probability distributions of weights for buyer and
seller. Let the seller's probability distribution of weights be normal with mean and
variance parameters p and 02, respectively. The seller's revenue in equation (7) is still
maximized, but now y is set exogenously. Thus the seller has only the base weight as
a choice variable, and only one first-order condition holds: aE(r)/ldyo = 0. This condition
gives base weight yo as a function of the price slide. If we want the base weight to be the
seller's best estimate of the true mean weight, then impose yo : pj, and solve for y* *. The
price slide y** is the value of the slide that makes the seller want to accurately state
average cattle weight. Because the buyer knows the price slide is no longer a variable
for the seller, she will take the seller's estimate of weight as the mean of her own subjec-
tive probability distribution of weights, i.e., pb - y 0. The variance of weights is assumed
to be equal for buyer and seller, o2 = o2 .

With y**, the seller optimizes revenue by letting his estimate of the mean weight (lb)
be the base weight (yo). The value of the slide derived by proceeding in this manner is
specified as:

r v m U(y)yl- exp-dy
(9) y** = 2 ' 2

(y Y- P - )y1+ exp(- (i + dy + (y +6 )exp(- i )
"g P 0 2 2 2 2 )

where Ymin and Yma are interpreted as realistic lower and upper bounds for the mean
weight of cattle. The probability ofy values occurring beyond those limits can be con-
sidered negligible. The derivation of equation (9) is given in the appendix. By plotting
this slide against 6, it was verified that the slide is an increasing function of the weight
tolerance, so the smaller the weight tolerance, the smaller the slide needed to guarantee
unbiased estimates of weight. Equation (9) above is used to interpret results in the
following section.

Empirical Models

In this section, we take an empirical approach to better understand feeder cattle con-
tracts and check the theoretical findings from the previous section. First, we test whether
base weights are unbiased predictors of actual weights. Then, using regression analysis,
we obtain estimated mean and variance equations of cattle weight at delivery based on
market characteristics, delivery time, and the information the buyer can access: base
weight, price slide, and weight tolerance. We assume the buyer may use these equations
to obtain her subjective distribution of cattle weight, and thus the expected discount
applied to the price per cwt of cattle as well as the base price.

296 July 2001
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Because the model suggests the contract price be a function of the discount due to the
slide as well as market and cattle characteristics [equation (6)], a second regression is
performed to regress the contract price on the expected discount and other character-
istics. This price regression allows us to observe how the slide, through the expected
discount, affects the relationship between price and time to delivery. Finally, the slide
required for sellers to provide an unbiased estimate of the weight, y* *, is obtained for the
data and compared to slides actually used.

The data used in this section are actual Superior Livestock Auction data for the
1987-1989 period (3,370 observations) and the 1993-1994 period (2,299 observations).
The data contain information on lot characteristics, contract prices, base weights, and
other relevant variables needed to estimate the models for cattle weighing not more than
900 pounds. The weight tolerance for the 1993-1994 data was set at 10 lbs., and thus
does not enter as a variable in the regressions. In what follows, the 1987-1989 period
is referred to as period 1, and the 1993-1994 period as period 2.

Test for Unbiasedness

If the base weight proposed by the seller reflects his estimate of average delivered
weights, and if his estimate is accurate, the mean of the difference between actual and
estimated delivery weights should be zero. This hypothesis is tested using a paired dif-
ferences t-test.

The t-ratio of the paired t-test is 8.15 for period 1, and 7.24 for period 2. Their corres-
ponding one-tailedp-values are less than 0.0001. These values indicate the actual and
estimated weights are significantly different at the 5% level, so sellers understate average
weights. Table 1 shows the bias was small (5.88 and 5.58 lbs. for periods 1 and 2,
respectively). Because the raw data deviate from normality, we also test the bias
nonparametrically with the sign test and the sign ranked test, and confirm the bias
is statistically different from zero at least at the 5% level. P-values for both tests are
smaller than 0.0001.

Weight Bias and Weight Variability

Recall the buyer is to propose a contract price. According to equation (6), the contract
price should be a function of the expected discount and the expected market value of the
cattle. To construct these expectations, the buyer needs to assume a probability distri-
bution of weights. If she assumes normality, it is necessary to estimate the mean and
variance of weight based on the information received from the seller and some other
information accessible to the buyer.3 Although we did not derive or assume values for
pb and o2 in the theory section, it is possible to obtain them empirically with the data
available.

The following equations are used to estimate the mean and variance of weight:

3Other variables, such as dummies for quarter and regions in the mean equation, a time by weight interaction in the vari-
ance equation, or a variable signaling economic conditions after signing the contract and before delivery, could have been
included. However, we keep the model simple because we assume the buyer cannot access all this information. Weather, for
instance, needs to be predicted in order to include seasonality in the model. When seasonal dummies were included, param-
eters changed substantially across periods, most likely due to insufficient variation in the data to obtain accurate estimates.

Brorsen et al.
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(10) Y - y = ao + a + a2Y + a 3WTol + a 4Slide + v,

where the v's are independent and normally distributed with mean zero and variance

(11) a2 = exp(Po + PlYo + Py2 + P3 Slide + P4WTol + P5 Head-1

+ p 6Steers + P7Time + P8Time2 + P9MidWest + , 10West

+ P11South + P12 Upper + P13WCoast + P1 4LSW).

The variable y is actual weight, y0 is base weight, Steers is a dummy variable for steer
versus heifer, Time denotes days to delivery, Slide is the price slide (cents/cwt), and
W_Tol is the weight tolerance (lbs./head). MidWest, West, South, Upper, WCoast, and
LSW are dummy variables representing the regions where the cattle are located. 4 The
reciprocal of the number of head in the lot, Head-l, is included to capture the reduced
variability from averaging overiner a large number of animals. Recall that for n random
variables with equal variance v,

var(j) = var E xiln) vn -1

Equation (11) specifies a deterministic variance that imposes multiplicative hetero-
skedasticity in the model (Greene). The model is estimated in SAS using the Mixed
procedure with the local = exp( ) option (SAS Institute, Inc.), obtaining MLE estimates
of the parameters.

These equations are used to define the buyer's expectations about mean and variance
of weight difference. With them and the base weight given by the seller, the buyer esti-
mates cattle weight distribution at delivery and proposes a contract price.

The parameter estimates of equations (10) and (11) are reported in table 2. The
assumption that weight variability increases with time to delivery is also tested using
these same equations. The parameter estimates of time to delivery in the cattle weight
variance equation (table 2) indicate time to delivery has a positive effect on the variance
of base weight. The parameter for the price slide is not consistently significant in the
mean equation, but it is negative and significant in the variance equation for both per-
iods, suggesting sellers do use slightly larger slides when more certain about weights.

Our variables are better able to explain the variability in the bias than the bias itself.
The parameter estimate for weight tolerance in the first period suggests that reducing
the weight tolerance decreases the bias. The bias varies greatly with weight. With low
base weights the bias tends to decrease, while high base weights tend to increase the
bias. The variance is also heavily influenced by weight, with sellers being much less
accurate at estimating weight of light-weight cattle. The inverse of number of head per
lot in the variance equation has a positive coefficient as expected, revealing more error
variance with small lot sizes.

Although our general model [equations (4)-(8)] does not rely on assumptions over the
probability distribution of cattle weight, we check the standardized residuals from the
weight difference equation for normality. The normality assumption is imposed in

4 There are seven regions: MidWest (Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Missouri, Illinois, and Iowa); West (Montana, Wyoming,
Idaho, Utah, and Nevada); South (Mississippi, Florida, Louisiana, Alabama, Arkansas, North Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee,
and Kentucky); Upper (South Dakota, North Dakota, Minnesota, and Wisconsin); WCoast (California, Arizona, Oregon, and
Washington); LSW (Texas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico); and East (states east of Illinois and north of Kentucky).

Brorsen et al.
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Table 2. Parameter Estimates of Cattle Weight Difference (Actual Weight
minus Base Weight) Mean and Variance Equations: Feeder Cattle Auction
Data, Period 1 (1987-1989) and Period 2 (1993-1994)

Period 1, 1987-1989 Period 2, 1993-1994

Parameter Standard Parameter Standard
Variable Estimate Error Estimate Error

Mean Equation:
Intercept 56.24*** 13.73 156.48*** 16.80

Slide -0.24 0.35 -2.61*** 0.50

Weight Tolerance (W_Tol) 0.46*** 0.11 -
Base Weight (yo) -13.89*** 4.22 -36.92*** 5.04

Base Weight2 (y 2) 0.75** 0.34 2.39*** 0.41

Variance Equation:
Exp(Intercept) 776.50* 475.87 8,904.09 7,343.99

Slide -0.09*** 0.01 -0.11*** 0.02

Weight Tolerance (WTol) -6.7E-3* 3.9E-3 -

Base Weight (y0) 0.12 0.18 -0.22 0.23

Base Weight2 (y 2) -5.4E-3 1.5E-2 0.01 0.02

Steers 9.0E-2* 0.05 -0.12* 0.07

Time 1.4E-2*** 3.9E-3 1.8E-2*** 4.7E-3

Time2 -9.5E-3* 5.0E-3 -1.3E-2** 6.1E-3
Head- 0.17*** 0.03 0.17** 0.08

MidWest -5.1E-2 5.9E-2 -0.58** 0.25
West 6.5E-2 7.4E-2 -0.73*** 0.26
South -6.7E-2 9.8E-2 -0.68*** 0.26

Upper 0.24 0.34 -0.56* 0.30

WCoast 0.21 0.15 -0.31 0.28
LSW -0.73*** 0.25

Note: Single, double, and triple asterisks (*) denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
a Base Weight in the regression is in cwt, and Base Weight2 is in cwt2; Head is in hundreds, and Time is in days;
the dependent variable, Cattle Weight Difference, is measured in pounds; Weight Tolerance is fixed at 10 pounds
for the 1993-1994 period.

equation (9) as well as the empirical models. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejects
normality, in part, due to a large sample. Normal probability plots, histograms, and
skewness and kurtosis measures reveal the data are somewhat leptokurtic, but not far
from normal. Histograms for the weight difference variable are presented in figures 1
and 2 for period 1 and period 2, respectively.

Contract Price

With estimates for the mean and variance of weight obtained from equations (10) and
(11), then, according to equation (6), the buyer should be able to construct the expected
discount per cwt, which is given by:

Ep = y rx(y - y - )yfb(y)dy
E(y0+
Eb(Y)
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Figure 1. Histogram for weight difference (average cattle weight
at delivery minus base weight), period 1, 1987-1989
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Figure 2. Histogram for weight difference (average cattle weight
at delivery minus base weight), period 2, 1993-1994
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Assuming normality, these two parameters completely specify a distribution of weights
at delivery time, allowing for estimation of the expected discount. The contract price is
explained as follows:

(12) Po = ao + ao + a2o + a 3Head + a4 Head2 + a5Steers + a6Time

+ a7Time2 + asFutures + acMidWest + a 1West + allSouth
32

+ a1 2Upper + al 3WCoast + a14LSW + a15Ep + aiOCi + u + e,
i=16

where e has mean zero and variance o2 , whereas u is an error component associated
with the day of the sale having zero mean and variance ou .

The variable po is the contract price, Ep is the estimated expected discount per cwt,5

Futures is the current price of the futures contract that will be the nearby futures at the
time of delivery. The OCQ's are discrete variables measuring other market and lot char-
acteristics such as breed, flesh, and frame.6 Head is the number of animals, and all other
variables are as defined previously. This random-effects model is estimated using the
Mixed procedure in SAS. The estimated mean equation is used to plot the contract price
against base weight and time to delivery.7

The difference between the average expected discount and the average of actual dis-
counts is small, although statistically significant (table 1). Thus, the model used for the
distribution of weights is imperfect. This could be due to some minor misspecification
such as incorrect functional form or nonnormality.

Regression estimates are reported in table 3. The base weight was included in equation
(12) in quadratic form. As seen in table 3, the parameter estimate of the base weight is
negative while that of the square of the base weight is positive. Figure 3 illustrates the
effect of the base weight on the contract price for periods 1 and 2. As expected, the con-
tract price decreases as base weight is increased.

Figures 4 and 5 show, for periods 1 and 2, respectively, the contract price as a function
of time to delivery resulting from estimating equation (12), i.e., when the estimated
discount is entered as an explanatory variable. In each graphic, these relationships are
compared with the relationship between contract price and time to delivery when the esti-
mated discount variable is not in the model. For the first period (1987-1989, figure 4),
including the expected discount widens the range in which time to delivery has a nega-
tive effect on the contract price. Price increases with small values of time to delivery and
decreases otherwise. In the data set, however, most of the values of time to delivery are
within the range where the contract price slightly increases. An explanation for this
could be that buyers in this market pay a premium to reduce their input risk, or perhaps

5 The use of the variable Ep creates a generated regressor problem. As Hoffman demonstrates, parameter estimates are
still consistent with a generated regressor, but estimates of standard errors are biased. Monte Carlo studies by Hoffman show
this bias is small (< 10%) except when using a lagged dependent variable. No correction is made here since the estimated
coefficient is several times its standard error.

6 The OC variables are Miles, which measures miles from location to delivery point, and the following binary variables:
Truck = 1 if there are at least 40,000 lbs. per truckload, Horn = 1 if cattle are not horned, and Mixed = 1 if cattle are unmixed
by sex. There are also five binary variables for breed (English-Exotic Cross, English Cross, Exotic Cross, Angus, and Dairy),
four for flesh (Heavy, Medium Heavy, Medium Flesh, and Light-Medium Flesh), and three for frame (Large Frame, Medium-
Large Frame, and Medium Frame).

7 Corn prices were relatively steady all through the second period and most of the first. As shown by figure 3, the slope of
the price-weight equation remains fairly constant, suggesting corn prices did not significantly influence the weight coefficient
in the base price equation.
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Table 3. Parameter Estimates of Contract Price Equation: Superior Livestock
Video Cattle Auction Data, Period 1 (1987-1989) and Period 2 (1993-1994)

Period 1, 1987-1989 Period 2, 1993-1994

Parameter Standard Parameter Standard
Variable a Estimate Error Estimate Error

Intercept 71.41*** 4.83 58.07*** 9.85
Futures Price 0.83*** 0.05 0.79*** 0.09

Steers -6.90*** 0.13 -5.31*** 0.19
Head 0.56*** 0.10 0.88*** 0.30

Head2 -3.6E-2*** 0.01 -9.0E-2* 5.2E-2

Base Weight (y0) - 12.78*** 0.56 -9.59*** 1.63
Base Weight2 (y2) 0.67*** 0.04 0.40*** 0.12

Expected Discount (Ep) 4.50*** 0.36 3.83*** 0.70

Time 1.5E-2 9.9E-3 2.3E-2 1.6E-2
Time 2 -1.7E-2 1.2E-2 -3.7E-2** 1.9E-2

English-Exotic Cross -0.95** 0.40 8.1E-2 0.67
English Cross -0.88** 0.41 1.24* 0.72
Exotic Cross -1.39*** 0.45 0.78 0.76
Angus -0.31 0.72 5.16*** 1.11
Dairy -8.98*** 0.58 - 14.48*** 0.95
Heavy -2.68** 1.12

Medium Heavy -2.61*** 0.47 2.20 2.03
Medium Flesh -2.32*** 0.43 2.13 2.00
Light-Medium Flesh -2.07*** 0.46 2.40 2.00
Large Frame 6.77*** 1.08 4.05*** 0.89
Medium-Large Frame 5.97*** 1.08 2.70*** 0.64
Medium Frame 4.45*** 1.16 2.02*** 0.63

Horn -1.77*** 0.54 1.27*** 0.37
MidWest 1.00*** 0.15 5.82*** 0.76

West 1.58*** 0.19 6.14*** 0.81
South -1.61*** 0.24 0.16 0.78

Upper 2.05** 0.87 6.19*** 0.90
WCoast -0.81** 0.37 1.98** 0.80
LSW - -2.97*** 0.78

Truck -0.71*** 0.26

Mixed 1.85*** 0.21 1.99*** 0.25

Miles -0.10*** 0.02

Sale (random effect) 4.31*** 1.19 2.03** 0.85

Note: Single, double, and triple asterisks (*) denote significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
a Base Weight in the regression is in cwt, and Base Weight2 is in cwt2; Head and Miles are in hundred units.

sellers wanting to sell cattle immediately must pay a liquidity cost because most buyers
are demanding cattle for future delivery.

In contrast, in the second period (1993-1994, figure 5), including the expected penalty
does make the price negatively related to delivery time in the range of O to 40 days. So
once the discount generated by the price slide is accounted for, the positive effect of time
to delivery on price is reversed for a good part of the relevant range. Thus, results in
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Figure 3. Effect of cattle weight on contract price: Superior
Livestock Auction data, periods 1 and 2

period 2 support our hypothesis that the positive relationship of price and delivery time
may be due to the implicit option created by the slide.

The parameter for expected discount was significant and positive for both data sets
(4.50 and 3.83, table 3). Yet, according to equation (6), a value close to one was expected.
The coefficient estimate was also sensitive to changes in the specification of the weight-
difference mean equation used to obtain the expected penalty. Although the magnitude
of the coefficient was sensitive, it always remained positive and significant, implying the
option-like value of the slide is indeed recognized by buyers. The fact that the value of
the parameter is above one indicates sellers could use larger price slides or lower weight
tolerances. However, recall our model assumes risk-neutral agents. In a risk-averse
setting, a lower weight tolerance might be preferred over a higher price slide.

Comparing the Actual Price Slide with
the Model's Predictions

To determine if the price slide is set at a value which encourages the seller to provide
an unbiased estimate of cattle weight (according to the analytical model), an estimate
of the market weight discount is needed. This is taken to be the change in the contract
price due to a unit increase in weight. In other words, the market weight discount is
estimated, at each observation, as the derivative of the price equation with respect to
weight.8 The average over all observations is called the estimated mean weight discount.

8 We use aPo/ayo as an estimate of dv/ay.

l I I I I I
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Figure 4. Effect of delivery time on contract price, accounting and
not accounting for discount due to price slide: Superior Livestock
Auction data, period 1 (1987-1989)
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Figure 5. Effect of delivery time on contract price, accounting and
not accounting for discount due to price slide: Superior Livestock
Auction data, period 2 (1993-1994)
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For periods 1 and 2, estimated mean weight discounts are 4.42 and 4.71 (cents/cwt)/lb.,
respectively. On average, the slide is around 1.25 times the estimated mean weight
discount for the first period and increases to 1.45 times the weight discount in the
second period.9 This finding suggests there has been a tendency to increase the slide
above the market weight discount over time. But when calculating the slide which,
according to the model, should give unbiased estimates of weight [equation (9)], we
obtain 11.07 (cents/cwt)/lb. for period 1 as the optimal slide for the mean weight,
which is about 2.5 times the estimated mean weight discount (11.07/4.42). For period
2, a similar situation occurs. The optimal slide for the average base weight, according
to equation (9), is 10.80 (cents/cwt)/lb., about 2.3 times the corresponding estimated
mean weight discount (10.8/4.71).

Thus in both cases, equation (9) indicates that either a bigger price slide or a smaller
weight tolerance is needed to guarantee unbiased estimates of weight. If the slide is to
be kept at about the market weight discount, an alternative to increasing the price slide
is to reduce the weight slide. This strategy is possible because the optimal slide (y**) is

increasing in the weight slide. Thus, a smaller weight slide in equation (9) lowers the
optimal slide. Note the optimal slide is smaller in the second period, perhaps due in part
to the fact that the average weight slide is already smaller in the second period (10 lbs.)
as compared to the first period (15 lbs.).

Because the model predicts that the price slides used at SLA are not big enough to

avoid unbiased estimates of cattle weight, we would expect to see a difference between
actual and base weights in the data. In fact, as seen in table 1, actual weights are slightly
larger than base weights.

Conclusions

Feeder cattle sold through video auctions and by private treaty are often for future

delivery. Because delivery weights are not known when cattle are contracted, sellers
must estimate them. Sellers and buyers have asymmetric information about cattle
weights. Consequently, contracts need to be structured to provide sellers with an incen-
tive to accurately represent their estimates of average delivery weights.

The usual approach to dealing with weight uncertainty is to adjust the contract price

by a price slide. The analytical model provides the solution as to how cattle should be
valued in the presence of a price slide.

Comparative statics results show that the price slides used are not sufficient to
impose unbiased predictions of cattle weights. Furthermore, empirical results confirm
the price slides used are too small to impose unbiasedness, and sellers tend to under-
state weights.

Sellers often ask extension economists for advice on how to pick slides. Theoretical

results suggest choosing price slides of double the market's discount for weight if large
weight tolerances are used, or selecting small weight tolerances if a price slide close to
the market's weight discount is to be used. Our research data reveal there was, in fact,
a tendency from the 1980s to the 1990s toward higher slide-weight discount ratios.

9 We estimate the weight discount and obtain the slide-weight discount ratio for each observation, and then average over
all observations.
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Based on our empirical results, sellers receive more than the expected discount in higher
contract prices. Thus, our findings suggest that larger price slides or lower weight
tolerances should be encouraged.

[Received June 1999; final revision received April 2001.]
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Appendix:
Derivation of Text Equation (9)

The seller's problem is represented by:

(Al) max E(rs) = o(Y, y**) - Y* ( a (y -y - 6)y exp (y )2 dy,
yo 0 27 J-Yo+8 2a2

where the slide is assumed fixed at y** by the supervising entity.
The first-order condition is given as:

(A2) aE(r,)/ayo = papo/a o + y expdy = 0.
. e e e e ee e

The value of ap Iayo remains to be determined. If the slide is given such that it is in the seller's best
interest to accurately estimate cattle weight, then the buyer can trust the seller's estimate y0, and take
it as the mean of weight distribution. Thus, Eb(y) = y0. Also, we assume both buyer and seller take the
variance of weights to be o2.
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With these assumptions, we can obtain the derivative of the buyer's best response function with
respect to the base weight:

(A3) apo/ayo

at (i[ r° [ (Y-Yo)2 + .o. (y-Y 2 1 d= -i [J1 (I uy)yexp[ -Y dy + y f (y -y) - 8)yexp[- yo 2 dy

- - o o v(y)y exp - dy + ¥fy() -y o yexp - dy
ay o jI-2-T 2 2o2 O^ 2o2

0,(y -Yo) (y -yo) 2 , . ^ ( §62
+ VY (Y -yo - -6)Y + yexp- - d-

y0+ O 2 2o2 202

Replacing (A3) in (A2) gives the base weight as a function of the slide. Therefore, if we want the value
of the slide that makes the base weight equal to the real average cattle weight, u, we need only to
replace yo with u, and solve for the slide, y**:

(A4) aE(r,)/dyo y =

1 "Ymax [ (Y - )2I (Y -(y--6)yexp- dy
ao/z [ Jp+ 68 2a2

1 fY v(y)yexp ) dy + v(y)y exp (Y- )2
u J» 2o 2

a2 2o 2

(Y 1__- P) (Y - _)2 2
+Y ** y - p - )y e - Y ** +)exp -+ Y p 0.

o 2 o2 2o2 I 202

Thus, solving for the slide yields text equation (9). Cl
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